Back in the days when he was a student himself, Milow used to … BE A BAETWACCA …

Although he … WANN PLAYING MUSIC ALL DAY …, he chose to study Political Sciences at the … LANC (…) university of LEUVEN (…). His degree makes him very smart? …

………………. though he does not think that … HE WILL NEED IT … One year Milow passed as an exchange student in California where he learned that … THE WORLD IS A BIG PLACE …

To him, most enjoyable about being in the U.S. seems … THE MENTALITY …, but growing up in Belgium was … NO T SO BAD … at all. Inspired by the music of bands and artists like … RAYMOND ADAMS …, which he … SAW PURED IN 2003 …Milow decided to be a musician too. The biggest challenge being a DIY musician surely was … TO DEAL WITH DISAPPOINTMENTS …

In 2008 Milow’s international breakthrough came with an acoustic guitar cover of ›Ayo technology‹ which he considers his … FUNNELIST … song as it … TALKS ABOUT PROMOGRAMM …

………………. If he covered another rap song, it’d probably be … A STUPID IDEA …

………………. because … HE ALREADY DID THAT ONE … However, Milow prefers to … WRITE HIS OWN SONGS … just like he did for his latest album-release »Silver Linings«. Being convinced that … GOOD SONGS CAN CONQUER THE WORLD, most songs on »Silver Linings« are quite … ACUSTIC AND RECORDED LIVE … – which does not mean that Milow is a … INTROVERT … person at all. In fact, the 33-year-old Belgian loves …

………………. …GOOD FOOD …especially when … HUNGRY … With his music he not only tries to … MAKE PEOPLE … but also to … GIVE THEM HOPE …

And if Milow didn’t have become a popular singer-songwriter, he would probably work as … A … SINGER ON CRUISE SHIPS … All students he strongly advises to … CHASE …

………………. …YOUR DREAMS … even if … ALL YOUR SOUNDS … LAST …!

Your turn!
Follow your instinct!